[Chromatin remodeling defects and cancer: the SWI/SNF example].
The SWI/SNF complex is a multiprotein complex essential for chromatin remodelling. As such, it plays a key role in the epigenetic regulation of genome expression. This complex is composed of a dozen of proteins, some of which are constant and ubiquitous, especially SMARCB1 and SMARCA4. Mutations in these genes are now described in an increasing number of tumors. Mutations in SMARCB1 characterize the majority of rhabdoid tumors, an aggressive malignancy that exquisitely depends on this single genetic event. Rare rhabdoid tumors have mutation in SMARCA4, a genetic abnormality also found in some medulloblastomas. Many other tumor types, of variable aggressiveness, show an abnormal loss of expression of SMARCB1, but the genetic underlying cause most often remains elusive. The recent sequencings of whole exomes have described frequent mutations in other genes of the SWI/SNF complex: mutations in ARID1A in liver, gastric or bladder carcinomas, and PBRM1 mutations in renal cancers. These data establish the wide role of SWI/SNF complex in cancers and justify that major efforts should now be devoted to this common mechanism of human oncogenesis.